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Abstract. In article the short description of the most often used methods of classification at pattern recognition is given. The main attention is paid to the methods allowing development of a system for image recognition in a real time scale. The features formation method on the base of two-dimensional spatial spectrums of objects images is offered and application of similarity metrics in a decision-making rule for image classification is described. Experimental data of correct and erroneous recognition probabilities as well as image classification time depending on a number of features and on the identification threshold value are presented and analyzed.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern computing systems possess a sufficient performance level necessary for image recognition in real time, that allows to automate more effectively the processes preventing natural and antropogenic accidents, and hence to provide higher indicators of the population safety life and activity level. Also the mobile computing systems possessing a lower level of power consumption are under development, this allows creating compact and partially independent systems for image recognition. At present these developments are some of the most actual directions in the modern world, and new workings out of television systems for image recognition considering existing advantages and lacks of modern achievements in a science and engineering are necessary for a society. The modular structure of a system for image recognition allows to accelerate considerably the process of working out necessary modules and to simplify the process of updating components at occurrence of more productive technological decisions. The structure of a television system for objects recognition in real time assumes presence of modules realizing certain functions. Basic duties of such a system are recording and transmission of a video information stream through the data link, object detection, formation of features and classification of input images on the basis of their similarity to images of classes from a database, as well as displaying the result to inform an operator of the recognition system.

Now there are existing developed and maintained systems which are using various video analysis technologies for objects recognition. Such systems instances are VOCORD Tahion, Hawk-Eye and MOBILEYE. VOCORD Tahion carries out video surveillance outline for population vital activity provision in urban conditions. The Hawk-Eye system has been developed by the research engineers from British company Airplane-RADAR and intended for identification of landing ball location around separating lines. The advanced warning system MOBILEYE is the intellectual system for driver assistance utilized for notification about potential accident situation on a road.

THE ANALYSIS OF LAST RESEARCHES AND PUBLICATIONS

The human sight perception of surrounding space is the unique neurophysiologic process. Processing a light stream is carried out in common by an eye iris and a pupil. In the presence of bright light sources the eye iris extends, and the pupil is accordingly narrowed and on the contrary under opposite conditions. After passage of a pupil the light stream of a certain wavelength influences a retina and forms neuroimpulse influencing a specific part of a brain. The result of the given transformation is that the person is capable to see the objects which are in a surrounding space [1]. However the given process possesses some lacks. The surrounding space includes a number of radiated light streams, distinction of which is difficult to the human sight. Thus, there is a situation when the radiated light streams which have close values of a wave length are identified after transformation as the same color.

The method of objects classification used in the image recognition system is defined substantially by a source of input data. Methods of image recognition using image power indicators are based on selection of local features or on the use of a complete image description [2].
Character local image features are selected after preliminary processing of an image, that leads to reduction of the image description. Then the standard statistical approach is applied to recognition of images. For the first time the given method has been applied to extraction of sixteen face parameters of the person, and for classification the Euclidian distance is used [3]. The given realization has been improved by increasing the features space up to thirty five elements that has allowed improvement of the recognition quality [2]. Also Hough transformation [4], Reisfeld operator of symmetry [5], filtering and morphological operations [6] are used for image recognition. At manual features extraction it is possible to reach more quality recognition, but at such approach system productivity worsens considerably at features formation [7]. Another widely known method of local features formation is based on the use of dynamically connected structures [8]. For each sample a graph is forming on the image according to following algorithm. On each image the set of reference points is selected, each of which is a link of a full connected graph and marked with the response of the Gabor filter applied to the area around a reference point. A set of such graphs represents the mesh structure capable to distinguish input images effectively. A serious lack of the given method is that formation of the initial set of graphs is necessary to make manually. Application of the parametrical models using deformable templates allows define automatically reference points, that decreases the lack specified above [9]. For recognition quality improvement instead of the Gabor filter, which is forming features, histograms of orientated gradients may be used [10]. An image texture allows define the qualitative parameters necessary for recognition. Object classification on the image is made by application of the structural technique. For this technique formation of the features space may be done with application of large values filters. Thus each filter is a matrix containing binary values, and the set of filters defines the alphabet of features of image structure [11]. Definition of statistically dependent links allows to classify objects on the image. Holistic classification methods are one of the most simple since they are comparing directly corresponding elements of the two-dimensional array of intensity values from input image and image from database. Though this approach has been shown as operating, but it is very sensitive to changes in image orientation or environment parameters [12]. This problem can be solved by utilizing statistical methods for extracting the most significant features thus reducing dimension of features that describe the image. For the first time such approach was implemented in the principal component analysis [13]. This method shows that any object image can be effectively represented in the space of its eigen images and recovered as very closed to original on using a reduced image description. When image eigenvectors are used for image classification, image features space can be significantly reduced thus eliminating external factors influence on recognition quality [14]. Alternative approach is to use the Fisher's linear discriminant analysis that maximises dispersion correlation between database images and hypothetically provides better image classification than the principal component analysis or method that uses difference images which are defined as difference between corresponding elements of two images [15]. Also in pattern recognition systems methods based on the usage of neural networks or machine learnings techniques has found their application. There is a method that extracts fifty basic features and then auto-associative neural network is used for transforming features into five-dimensional features space. After that standard multi-layer perceptron is used for image classification [16]. Similarly hierarchial neural networks are used which was grown automatically and not trained on gradient descent method [17]. Hybrid neural networks which are utilizing local image sampling, Karhunen-Loeve transformation and multi-layer perceptron has improved images recognition systems performance [18, 19]. Feed forward neural networks are used for classification after features space was generated using principal component analysis [20]. Other approach assumes image decomposition into three components using wavelet transform. The decision rules for every component are fused using radial basis function neural network, for the further classification of input images [21]. Similarly, an input image can be divided into defined amount of regions and for every region a module of the neural network is assigned. The output from all modules is combined using fuzzy Sugeno integral [22]. Also another method was proposed in which similarity function is trained using certain level of confidence that two images belong to the same person. Features space is formed by acquiring subregions local binary pattern histograms and Chi-square distances between corresponding histograms are used as discriminative features. AdaBoost algorithm is applied for the most efficient features estration and similarity function formation [23]. Considerable amount of classes presented in recognition system database causes some problems at classification stage. Possible decision for this problem is decomposing it into a set of binary classification problems in which every classifier is trained for corresponding pair of classes, ignoring all other classes, and then all classifiers are fused into one global classifier [24]. Also support vector machine method, in which all binary classifiers are transformed into one high-dimensional feature space, can be used for solving this problem[25]. It is also supposed that optimum hyperplane exists that can divide various classes and maximize distance between
each class and hyperplane that will allow correct recognition of an input image.

THE PURPOSE

Given article is directed on studying of modern methods of image similarity determination in decision-making rules for the subsequent objective choice of a direction for engineering an image recognition system, capable to function in real time. Object achievement is carried out by fulfillment of experimental researches of the developed module for image classification and the analysis of the most important characteristics at image classification.

BASIC RESULTS OF RESEARCHES

The estimation of the developed module efficiency is made for classification of two-dimensional objects by using images from the MUCT database [26]. The module contains two components, realising the feature formation method and the decision-making algorithm.

According to conditions of image recognition system performance the images arriving to an input of the system or being in its database, preliminary pass a processing stage. The square image form is created for this purpose, and the image will be transformed to a black-and-white format as the system will work over the infra-red range.

As formation of the most informative features is the important process for maintenance of input object recognition quality, therefore the developed method makes double transformation of an image data file. Preliminary the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform is applied for transition of an image data file into the frequency domain [27, 28].

The Fourier transform allows to form more exact image representation, as the Fourier factors are more exact approximation of an image. This results from the fact that the initial and transformed images are connected only with complex constants, describing changes in an amplitude scale and a phase shift of initial image components. Also presence of a bigger number of algorithms for fast calculation of the discrete Fourier transform allows to process images more effectively unlike other methods.

For forming more informative features, the secondary orthogonal transformation is applied, allowing to allocate eigen vectors of a transformed image data file. It will allow to limit the image feature space, that will simplify requirements to a memory configuration in the image recognition system.

The classification module component realising decision-making algorithm is constantly in a waiting mode and after reception of an input data of objects makes definition of their similarity to classes from a database. The developed algorithm of the decision-making rule for realisation of the described problem uses the metrics of similarity presented by the valid function definition of input object image similarity to all images of classes from a database. Therefore an average similarity value of the input object image to each image of a class from a database is calculated for the number of feature vectors defined by the classification module configuration under the formula:

$$S_{mean} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} S(a_i, b_i),$$

(1)

where: $a_i, b_i$ - accordingly vectors of an input object image and a class from a database, $N$ - quantity of eigen vectors.

After forming the list of similarity the maximum similarity value is allocated. This value and a class are added in the similar classes list, provided that the similarity value exceeds an identification threshold, defined by a configuration of the classification module.

Then the maximum similarity value of the similar classes list is repeatedly defined, and the information about the corresponding class of a database is deduced on the display for the further decision-making by the operator of the computing system. In the absence of similar classes the corresponding notice is also deduced.

The similarity definition between input object image and a class from a database has been made during experimental researches with the help of similarity metrics [30]. Each object may be described with a feature set in the corresponding multidimensional space.

Hence, objects located close one to another, are perceived as having the bigger similarity, and on the contrary. Similarity between two images can be estimated on using the Dice similarity criterion:

$$D_{Dice} = \frac{2 \times \sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i B_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{N} B_i^2},$$

(2)

where: $A_i, B_i$ are data files of the input object image and image of a class from a database, and $N$ – characterises dimension of the image.

The similarity metrics, which is close to the Dice similarity criterion, is called as the Cosine metrics and is defined by the expression:

$$D_{Cos} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i B_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} B_i^2}},$$

(3)
The Tanimoto factor is also the similarity metrics:

\[ D_{Tan} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i B_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{N} B_i^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i B_i} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4) 

Consideration of the several similarity metrics allows to define the recognition system, which performance is more resuitable and provides the best quality. During modelling it has been found out that the results received at the use of the Cosine metrics and Dice similarity criterion are identical, therefore the combined graphs will be resulted further. Preliminary experimental researches were carried out with representation of the input object image by a single image. It has allowed to estimate the image classification module performance quality in the stably formed space.

Fig. 1 and 2 shows the correct recognition probability versus the number of eigenvectors, with different identification thresholds used in a decision-making rule.

In fig. 3 and 4 the graphs of recognition error probability are given as functions of the same parameters.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 represent the time spent for recognition of one object with application of different similarity metrics.
The analysis of the experimental graphs shows that at an increase in the identification threshold value the number of correctly distinguished objects starts to decrease. This will allow to reduce the time for recognition of input objects, as the database classes with similarity below an identification threshold will be excluded from the list of similar classes.

The minimal values of error probability coincide with a small number of feature vectors - from 2 to 8. This will allow to short the feature space and reduce the recognition time as well.

Current experimental results of the recognition system prototype efficiency allow to increase the productivity of the developed classification module considerably and start further researches.

The image classification module has been also approved at modelling the system performance in real time. For this purpose the individual image of an input object has been transformed to display its moving in a video stream.

In fig. 8 and 9 graphs of correct and error probabilities of input object recognition received for a set of video frames are shown.

Experimental researches show that the use of video frames allows to raise considerably the recognition quality.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Comparison of various similarity metrics shows that the cosine metrics and the Dice similarity criterion are less exposed to erroneous recognition. Also the cosine metrics and the Dice similarity criterion, unlike the Tanimoto similarity metrics, just slightly influence productivity of the developed method. Hence in the decision-making rule it is necessary to give preference to the cosine metrics or the Dice similarity criterion.

2. The important fact is that the correct recognition of input images is possible if the features space will be reduced to increase productivity of the image recognition system. This confirms that the most informative features are in the first eigen vectors of the image. Thus a considerable number of following nonsignificant eigen vectors is perceived by the recognition system as the raised noise level increasing a recognition error value.
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